
MBS & Treasury Market Data
Price / Yield Change

MBS UMBS 6.0 99.44 -0.18

MBS GNMA 6.0 100.25 -0.15

10 YR Treasury 4.6439 +0.0425

30 YR Treasury 4.7775 +0.0482
Pricing as of: 4/24 7:54PM EST

Average Mortgage Rates
Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 7.39% +0.01 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.83% +0.01 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.87% +0.01 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.58% 0.00 0.00

5/1 ARM 7.40% 0.00 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 7.10% -0.34 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.39% -0.37 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.24% +0.11 0.66

15 Yr. Fixed 6.75% +0.11 0.64

30 Yr. FHA 7.01% +0.11 0.94

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.45% +0.05 0.56

5/1 ARM 6.64% +0.12 0.87
Rates as of: 4/24

UPDATE: Bonds Paying Attention to Oil,
But Restrained by Auction
While the volatility is missing, today is playing out in a similar fashion to
yesterday in the sense that oil prices are providing cues for bonds and other
markets.  During the overnight session, that made for flat to slightly weaker
trading at first.  10yr yields were as high as 2.23 before beginning to recover
as oil prices sank to another 6 year low.

Despite the ongoing attention being paid to oil by bond markets, the latter
isn't following in lock step.  Here's where the similarity to yesterday comes
in.  Long story short, dealers are required to submit bids at auction, and thus
aren't completely free to chase the fluctuations in oil and equities.  This
morning, that has merely made for a relatively flat performance in bonds--
albeit just slightly weaker--even though oil prices have suggested bond
market strength.

The only major risks heading into the afternoon are a bigger bounce in oil
(which would be an easier move for bonds to follow) or an exceptionally
weak 30yr auction (which would suggest investors have reached their pre-
Fed limits as far as the longer end of the Treasury yield curve is concerned).

Fannie 3.5s are currently down 2 ticks on the day at 103-07 and 10yr yields
are up 1.4bps at 2.25.
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Expert Advice | Exceptional Service | Flawless Execution
With 27+ years of expertise in mortgage banking you can be confident in my knowledge and abilities to deliver a seamless

loan transaction while providing personalized service.
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